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Unlock the Symbols, Meanings & Magic of the CardsDiscover the esoteric roots underlying the
Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot, the Thoth Tarot, and contemporary decks that share their symbols.
This illustrated, card-by-card analysis reveals detailed insights drawn from the multi-layered
traditions of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, the magical order that most strongly
influenced modern tarot, helping you give better readings informed by the history of spiritual
practice.For each card, you will discover how astrology, mythology, alchemy, the elements, and
Qabalah contribute to the card's overall meaning. Authors T. Susan Chang and M. M. Meleen, co-
hosts of the popular Fortune's Wheelhouse podcast, decipher the symbols and stories of tarot.
Their carefully researched synthesis of esoteric ideas is designed to foster a deeper connection
with the wisdom of the cards.

About the AuthorT. Susan Chang is the author of Tarot Correspondences and the cohost and
producer of the Fortune's Wheelhouse tarot podcast. She reads tarot weekly at the Inspirit
Crystals shop and offers an ongoing online tarot course called Living Tarot. M. M. Meleen is the
illustrator and creator of the Tabula Mundi Tarot, the Rosetta Tarot, and the Pharos Tarot, as well
as the author of The Book of Seshet and Spectrum Fari: The Keys of Pharos. She is the cohost
and cocreator of the Fortune's Wheelhouse tarot podcast. --This text refers to the audioCD
edition.
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About the AuthorsT. Susan Chang and M. M. Meleen are the co-hosts of the Fortune’s
Wheelhouse podcast, which explores the symbolism and lore of esoteric tarot. Its initial seventy-
eight episodes serve as a primer to learning the visual language of the Rider-Waite-Smith and
Thoth decks. Its continuing episodes examine the cards using frameworks borrowed from a
variety of occult systems as filters. More information can be found at www.patreon.com/
fortuneswheelhouse and www.redbubble.com/people/wheelhouse93/shop/.T. Susan ChangT.
Susan Chang is the author of Tarot Correspondences: Ancient Secrets for Everyday Readers
and the co-host and producer of the Fortune’s Wheelhouse esoteric tarot podcast. She is the
creator of the Arcana Case® for tarot decks, which can be found at www.etsy.com/shop/
tarotista, along with her line of esoteric perfumes. She reads tarot online, as well as for the
Inspirit Crystals shop in Northampton, Massachusetts, and offers an ongoing online tarot course
known as “The Living Tarot,” which is available at her website, www.tsusanchang.com.Her
interest in tarot is wide-ranging and passionate, and has included: setting up seventy-eight
Spotify card playlists; memorizing astrological correspondences for the minor arcana while
swimming laps; writing tarot spells; and maintaining a sprawling Card-of-the-Day tracking
database (complete with elemental, astrological, and kabbalistical frequency and percentage
pie charts). She attempts to learn Hebrew approximately once every fifteen months,
occasionally crawls down the stairs headfirst by way of apotropaic magic upon drawing the
Tower, and has been known to spontaneously arrange her pancakes into a Tree of Life
formation.When not engaged in tarot-adjacent activity, she teaches writing at Smith College and
occasionally reviews cookbooks. She lives in western New England with her family, her feline
familiar, and a variable number of chickens.M. M. MeleenM. M. Meleen is a mystic, a magician,
and a maker. She is the illustrator, developer, designer, and author of diverse occult-themed
creations. She is a co-host and co-creator, along with fellow mage T. Susan Chang, of the
Fortune’s Wheelhouse podcast; together they explore the many wormholes that open up when
one delves into esoteric tarot.Mel is the creator of the Tabula Mundi Tarot, the Rosetta Tarot, the
Pharos Tarot, and other works in progress, and the author of Book M: Liber Mundi, the Book of
Seshet, and Spectrum Fari: The Keys of Pharos. These works can be found at tarot cart.com,
and updates on creative happenings randomly appear on her blog at tabulamundi.com.In this
life, Mel has been often a student, and sometimes a teacher, of ninety-three interests from A to
Z: alchemy, art, aromatherapy, astrology, beadwork, beekeeping, bookmaking, brewing, cards,
chaos, channeling, colors, Crowley … all the way to zazen, the zeitgeist, and the zodiacal myths.
Working with the muse is ever ongoing.Llewellyn PublicationsWoodbury, MinnesotaCopyright
InformationTarot Deciphered: Decoding Esoteric Symbolism in Modern Tarot © 2021 by T.
Susan Chang & M. M. Meleen.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or
reproduced in any matter whatsoever, including Internet usage, without written permission from
Llewellyn Publications, except in the form of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and



reviews.As the purchaser of this e-book, you are granted the non-exclusive, non-transferable
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AmericaDedicationTo all the fans, patrons, and listenerswho make Fortune’s Wheelhouse
possible.ContentsAcknowledgmentsForewordIntroductionMajor ArcanaThe FoolThe Magician/
MagusThe High PriestessThe EmpressThe EmperorThe HierophantThe LoversThe
ChariotStrength/LustThe HermitThe Wheel of FortuneJustice/AdjustmentThe Hanged
ManDeathTemperance/ArtThe DevilThe TowerThe StarThe MoonThe SunJudgement/AeonThe
World/UniverseMinor ArcanaAce of Wands2 of Wands3 of Wands4 of Wands5 of Wands6 of
Wands7 of Wands8 of Wands9 of Wands10 of WandsAce of Cups2 of Cups3 of Cups4 of
Cups5 of Cups6 of Cups7 of Cups8 of Cups9 of Cups10 of CupsAce of Swords2 of Swords3 of
Swords4 of Swords5 of Swords6 of Swords7 of Swords8 of Swords9 of Swords10 of SwordsAce
of Pentacles or Ace of Disks2 of Pentacles or 2 of Disks3 of Pentacles or 3 of Disks4 of
Pentacles or 4 of Disks5 of Pentacles or 5 of Disks6 of Pentacles or 6 of Disks7 of Pentacles or 7
of Disks8 of Pentacles or 8 of Disks9 of Pentacles or 9 of Disks10 of Pentacles or 10 of
DisksCourt CardsKing of Wands or Knight of WandsQueen of WandsKnight of Wands or Prince
of WandsPage of Wands or Princess of WandsKing of Cups or Knight of CupsQueen of



CupsKnight of Cups or Prince of CupsPage of Cups or Princess of CupsKing of Swords or
Knight of SwordsQueen of SwordsKnight of Swords or Prince of SwordsPage of Swords or
Princess of SwordsKing of Pentacles or Knight of DisksQueen of Pentacles or Queen of
DisksKnight of Pentacles or Prince of DisksPage of Pentacles or Princess of DisksTables and
DiagramsTree of Life DiagramTable of DecansMinor Arcana Decan InformationPlanetary
DignitiesGolden Dawn Color Scales TableSuggested ReadingBibliographyArt Credit
listAcknowledgmentsFortune’s Wheelhouse is a collaborative effort. It’s made possible not only
through the work of its two co-hosts, Susie and Mel, but through the support of hundreds of
listeners who fund our Patreon site and engage with us in thought-provoking virtual
conversations about the most fascinating subject in the world. As we move from the airwaves
and internet to the concrete reality of the bookshelf, this book is a tangible record of that
community and conversation. Readers, we thank you for inviting us into your minds and hearts.
Long may we explore together!At Llewellyn, we’d especially like to thank Barbara Moore. In
addition to her own spectacular body of work as a tarot author and deck creator, Barbara has
been a good friend and publishing godparent to any number of creative spirits in the tarot
community. We thank her for believing in our work and supporting us as Fortune’s Wheelhouse
takes its next steps into the wider world.We’d also like to thank Nicole Borneman, production
editor, Kat Neff, publicity director, Andy Belmas, lead marketing communications specialist, and
Sammy Peterson, production designer, for their tireless and meticulous efforts to bring this
complex creation to reality.Susie’s AcknowledgmentsFirst and foremost, thanks are due to my
family, who patiently abide with my many inscrutable forays into the hidden realms. Over the
years, Mom’s portion of the house has become increasingly overrun with decks, stones,
incense, oils, silks and brocades, and books enough to require an office renovation. My
workings may be incomprehensible, inconvenient, and at times actually smelly, but I assure you
they are meant only to promote domestic bliss!During the writing of this book, conversations with
friends online and off—Erik Arneson, Andrew Watt, Mark Nickels, Sara Eddy—have helped
keep my magical headgame in place. Every day, the Fortune’s Wheelhouse Academy
community on Facebook has been a safe haven for the spell-sharing and intention-setting that
get me through each day.Finally—although it goes without saying—this book would not exist
without Mel, artist extraordinaire and my friend and co-host; I’m so grateful our particular brand
of crazy brought us together. Our hyperactive angular Mars placements and whackjob Aquarius
moons may not be the most obvious formula for a collaboration, but that collaboration is
probably best summed up by the ascendant degree for the Fortune’s Wheelhouse launch: 9°
Virgo, whose Sabian symbol is “Two Heads Looking Out and Beyond the Shadows.” Let us hope
they never stop looking!Mel’s AcknowledgmentsInfinite gratitude is owed to my best friend and
Aquarian husband, who never bats an eyelash at my constant stream of eccentricities—and
whose Taurus moon ensures that in the midst of creative output, I remember to stop for meals.
He is a rock in the best sense of the word and I probably wouldn’t be alive without him.One of
the most surprising and gratifying things that has happened along the course of our podcast



adventure was the spontaneous development of the community who found their tribe among us.
I’ve made connections with some wonderful and inspiring people, and for someone who has, for
the most part, been reclusive, it has been truly heartwarming to be included in their
fellowship.Posthumous thanks are also due to the co-creators of the Thoth and Rider-Waite-
Smith decks, whose innovations made modern tarot what it is today, and to the founders of the
Golden Dawn, who created the structure they built upon. The evocative Hermetic tarot titles of
Book T inspired many of my “astral surfing” meditations and were the catalyst for many of my
tarot artworks.Beyond any doubt, gratitude is owed to my co-creatrix and immensely talented
friend Susie. A few years ago, I would have told you I was the last person on Earth to ever do
anything as public as a podcast. But she has impeccable timing, as she asked if I wanted to co-
create the show at a time when I was under a vow to say yes to any fresh developments. The
rest, as they say, is history.ForewordFor nearly fifty years tarot has played the role of conflicted
protagonist in the dark-comedy-mystery-drama that is my spiritual life. Unlike many tarot
enthusiasts, I never (even in my adolescent daydreams) fantasized about becoming a
professional fortune-teller or spiritual counselor to rock stars and celebrities. I never yearned for
the mysterious power to foresee the future (especially my own), nor ever did I seriously entertain
the possibility that there was some vaporous supernatural intelligence (good or evil) behind the
oracular voice of tarot.I wish I could say that my tarot agnosticism sprang from my consummate
intellect and mature power of discernment; but alas, I possess neither. No. The simple fact is I
am lazy. I am too lazy to dream of any personal power much beyond the ability to arrange
comfortable shelter, nutritious food, and the chance to develop the nuances of the odd character
I am meant to portray in this life. I lack the ambition necessary to barter with destiny or attempt to
strategically scheme to cheat fortune. It’s not that I don’t hunger for new knowledge and insights
and experiences; it’s not that I don’t constantly seek out new ways to trigger my own awakening
to greater realities; it’s not that I don’t long to know why I exist and what it is I am here to do.
Indeed, it is precisely those few intangible ambitions that trump the professional and domestic
goals that consume the thoughts and hours and lives of most others of my class, culture, and
species.At first, all I was looking for in tarot was a flash card memory aid for studying and
organizing the fundamentals of Hermetic Qabalah as an adjunct to my initiatory work as
ceremonial magician. Little did I know at the time that tarot would eventually become for me
nothing less than the foundation, the framework, the walls, the flying buttresses, even the
ornamentation of the Temple of my entire evolving magical universe.Like the authors of this
marvelous guide to esoteric tarot, I eventually created my own tarot deck. I think it is safe to say
that neither they nor I embarked upon this life-changing odyssey in order to make a lot of money.
(Only the childishly naïve believe one can strike it rich creating esoteric products.1) Indeed, I
never expected my tarot to be marketed at all. For me, these seventy-eight pieces of painted
cardstock were the only way I could begin to wrap my meat brain around the complexity of all the
moving parts that make up the qabalistic language of ceremonial magick—a spiritual artform to
which (in spite of my inherent laziness) I am inexplicably drawn.Ceremonial magick, at least as it



has developed in the last 200 years, is not a singular study. Furthermore, it is a frustrating fact of
life that there doesn’t seem to be a front door to the temple/university of magick. Every magician
I’ve ever known has confessed that when they started their magical education it felt like breaking
into a school building through some unguarded window and then eavesdropping on an
incomprehensible master class already in progress. It’s true. In order to even approach magick’s
potential as a self-transformational process, the neophyte must already be armed with a rich
vocabulary of a score of diverse subjects, ranging from astrology and alchemy to Hebrew
Qabalah, Eastern mysticism, and mythology.Organized Orders and magickal societies provide
the semblance of structure and order to the educational process, and for many of us, these
organizations were helpful and gave us a glimpse of the bigger picture of the great edifice of
magick. Furthermore, twenty-first century magicians are especially lucky to have the occult
wisdom of the ages available to us at our electronic fingertips. This awesome library, coupled
with the in-temple dramatic experiences of being involved in an initiatory order, gives the
individual a decided advantage over our ancient colleagues.One of the wisest educational
assignments of the great nineteenth-century mystery school, the Hermetic Order of the Golden
Dawn, was that the new initiate was required to create their own tarot deck (generically
patterned on an archetypal “mother deck”). By taking the time and effort to paint each card, the
new magician was in effect reprogramming their magickal “software,” bringing it into closer
approximation to the universal harmonies the cards exemplify. The hours and days and weeks
and months the individual spent focusing on every unique symbolic detail of the cards became
more than just an exercise in rote memorization; it was a mutation process, a tinkering with one’s
spiritual DNA, a full upgrade of the operating system of the soul, a magical vaccine injected
directly into the quantum dimension of the psyche via the awesome delivery system of art. And
like art and vaccines, the experience triggers a transformational response that is unique to every
organism.Making your own tarot deck requires you to give yourself a first-class liberal arts
education in occultism, but it also does so much more. Almost by accident, you simultaneously
absorb the fundamental principles of the Hebrew Qabalah—the alphabet; the numerical and
mathematical characteristics. You see laid out before you the seamless associations of
elements, planetary spheres, signs of the zodiac, astrological rulerships, exaltations, decan and
degree assignments, vibratory color scales, and classic mythological archetypes. Without even
realizing what’s happening, the novice almost subconsciously metamorphizes into a well-
lubricated adept … a magician.Perhaps you think I’m exaggerating. Perhaps I am. Even after fifty
years of playing various instruments in the tarot symphony orchestra, the only thing I can say
with complete honesty is, “It’s too soon to tell.” But I am smugly comfortable with the place tarot
holds in my magickal life, and I’m quite happy to share my experiences and (temporary)
conclusions about the importance of this marvelous and magickal art. But unlike M. M. Meleen,
I’m not much of an artist artist. My own tarot deck, while displaying many occult, astrological,
and magical correspondences on the cards themselves, is definitely not an artistic tour de force.
As a matter of fact, my laziness has allowed me to be shamelessly satisfied with simple line



drawings I hurriedly created as best I could. My wife, Constance, then colored them in with
watercolors according to the strict qabalistic color scales associated with each of the cards.M.
M. Meleen, however is a real, profoundly skilled, and awesomely talented artist artist, and her
genius renders her eminently qualified to comment authoritatively on the work of other great
tarot artists of the past. The transcendent power displayed in her consummately executed works
is a testament to the art of magick as a consciousness-elevating tool and talisman. When art at
this level is coupled with the archetypal images and qabalistic structure of the tarot, we are
blessed with an alchemical marriage whose progeny are miniature monuments of perfection and
beauty.I hope I haven’t embarrassed the authors with my praise of this work and the talents of its
creators. As you will see as these pages unfold the wonders of tarot’s perfect construction, there
is more than enough information here for you to embark upon your own tarot odyssey. The book
has been organized so as to painlessly reveal the method to the madness. This picture book of
tarot is exactly what I was looking for fifty years ago, but more importantly, it comes dangerously
close to showing me why I was looking for it.—Lon Milo DuQuette1. Authors’ Note: Mel’s decks
are the Tabula Mundi Tarot, the Rosetta Tarot, and the Pharos Tarot, which are published and
available from Mel’s website. Although Susie did once create a deck, it’s for private use only, and
she has no plans to publish it.IntroductionEvery one of us, at the beginning of our tarot journey,
has looked at a tarot card and wondered, What could that symbol possibly mean? At one level,
the answer to that question doesn’t matter. You may well be able to read the cards intuitively,
even fluently, without having to articulate a definition for the symbol. Nevertheless—for so many
of us—a small, mercurial voice in your minds still wants to know. Is that an Aquarius sign
scratched there in the corner? What are those Hebrew letters inscribed in that square doing
there? Why is that snake biting its tail?! You feel sure there is an answer, but the card is
mute.Happily, if you’ve been in a similar situation, you are not alone! In this book you will find
answers to these questions and many more.Why Esoteric Tarot?Esoteric tarot is more than just
a symbol-by-symbol analysis. It is an analysis and synthesis that distills and refines the meaning
of each card. It provides a structure for the intellect to rest upon, and from the refuge of that
space, the mind can rest and recall what is useful as feelings and intuitions arise in the oracular
moment. The many myths and symbols tell stories that reflect the infinitely elastic meanings of
each card and the multitudes we all contain.In the main body of the text, we use the examples of
the Rider-Waite-Smith and Thoth decks because most are familiar with them. But these esoteric
schemas are keys that can unlock any modern deck that descends from them. Both decks share
a common root, for their creators were both adepts of the same influential Western occult order
that developed much of the esoteric framework tarot is mapped to. Looking at and learning only
one of those two pivotal deck systems is like only being able to see an object in one view, while
learning the roots they share is like seeing from the front, back, and in profile, as well as from
above and below! We show how these keys apply to a wide variety of decks in the other deck
illustrations we show and caption.Astrology and Esoteric TarotWe use the astrological tarot
correspondences of the Hermetic Golden Dawn. The iconic Rider-Waite-Smith and Thoth tarots



are both built on this framework. Knowingly or not, most modern decks are too, when they derive
from the framework these sources made popular. Some may be puzzled by a few of their
choices at first, but the longer we have worked with the Golden Dawn correspondence system,
the more evident its internal eloquence.In order to make this guide as useful as possible to as
many as possible, we focused on those astrological concepts most closely related to esoteric
tarot: the elements, the seven classical planets, the twelve signs, and the thirty-six decans; their
constellations and mythology. Needless to say, galaxies of further correspondences and vast
realms of further inquiry exist, and we hope you will take every opportunity to explore them
further on your own.Internal Variations of the Thoth DeckThere are of course a few differences
between Waite’s Rider-Waite-Smith deck and Crowley’s Thoth deck. While both began with the
basic Golden Dawn system of references, Crowley, through discoveries made during his own
work as an adept, made a few changes which we make note of in the text. In modern decks,
when you see pages referred to as “princesses,” or Judgement referred to as “Aeon,” or Strength
entitled Lust and numbered XI rather than VIII, these are usually good indications that the
creator is working within Crowley’s framework.Qabalah and Esoteric TarotThe Tree of Life, a
conceptual diagram depicting the unfolding of creation through ten spheres, or sephiroth, has its
roots deep in Jewish mysticism. Its branches have extended across the study of traditional
Kabbalah for over 1,000 years. One of those branches profoundly influenced the intellectual and
magical movement known as Hermeticism, which co-opted the tradition for its own purposes
and began to diverge markedly from its precursors with the work of Athanasius Kircher in the
seventeenth century. By the early twentieth century, Hermetic Qabalah (the “Q” is widely used to
distinguish it from Christian Cabala and Jewish Kabbalah) had developed its own set of
conventions, beliefs, and even its own version of the Tree. This version would become a
foundational concept across schools of Western occultism, thanks to its core presence in the
Golden Dawn’s efforts to organize many heterogeneous mystical cosmologies into a single
system.It is Hermetic Qabalah that informs the Golden Dawn’s mapping of the Tree of Life to
tarot, and therefore when we refer to sephiroth, paths, and Hebrew letter attributions in this
book, we are referring to them in a Hermetic Qabalah context. That said, there are times when
ideas borrowed (by the Golden Dawn or others) from traditional Kabbalah chime and resonate
with their distant Hermetic descendants. We include some of these in a spirit of respect and
exploration, and we use the phrase “traditional Kabbalah” to set them apart from the overall
Qabalistic framework of this book.Our spelling choices are those used widely in modern-day
Hermetic Qabalah (Tiphareth rather than Tiferet, sephira rather than sefira). We recognize that
some may view these as a Victorian corruption of Hebrew transliteration as currently practiced,
but by observing Hermetic conventions, our intent is to honor the integrity of, and the boundaries
between, the separate traditions.Mythology and Esoteric TarotIn the Mythology section, an
eclectic variety of myths are referenced. They include classical Greek and Roman mythologies,
Orphic variations, Egyptian myths across many dynasties, Mesopotamian epics, deities of
Buddhism and Hinduism, and even a few more modern tales. The criteria for including a story



was that it somehow referenced mythological beings with as many of the planetary, zodiacal,
and Qabalistic correspondence resonances as possible, while also being evocative of the
themes expressed in the card. Many were chosen intuitively, based on a feeling similar to the
oracular moment. We hope these suggestions offer a starting place for your mythological
excavations.The Rider-Waite-Smith TarotThe Rider-Waite-Smith (or Waite-Smith) deck is the
iconic deck of modern tarot. While not immediately influential on its release in 1910, it
blossomed into popular consciousness with its 1971 reissue and has been a global touchstone
for tarot ever since. It has provided inspiration for countless modern decks, and a majority of new
readers rely on its accessible images (particularly the “scenic” minors) for their first entry into
tarot.The original source text for Waite-Smith is Arthur Edward Waite’s Pictorial Key to the Tarot.
(Unless otherwise noted, all quotations from Waite in the Rider-Waite-Smith sections of the
book come from Pictorial Key.) Although Waite was a member of the Golden Dawn and well-
versed in its esoteric “Book T” interpretations of the cards, he was also clearly drawn to the
iconography of what was already a 500-year-old tarot idiom. In the deck we can see influences
from fifteenth- and sixteenth-century works like the Sola Busca tarocchi and the Tarot de
Marseille. And many of Waite’s Pictorial Key meanings derive directly from the work of Etteilla,
the eighteenth-century French occultist.As the artist, Pamela Colman Smith was famously free
to interpret Waite’s prompts with as much artistic license as she saw fit—for the minor arcana,
Waite’s prompts were quite scant to begin with. But she too was a habitué and an initiate of the
Golden Dawn circle, and she applied her peculiar genius to the cards in her own way. She did
not seem to refer to Waite’s esoterics nearly as closely as Lady Frieda Harris later would to
Crowley’s in the Thoth deck.So when we speak of astrological myths or Qabalistic symbolism
implied in the Waite-Smith images, we are speaking speculatively. We don’t attribute any intent
on Smith’s part to the connections we draw. We are reading into the images, not from them—as
readers have done since cartomancy began.The Thoth TarotThe Book of Thoth is the main
source text for Crowley’s thoughts on the Thoth cards (unless otherwise noted). We sometimes
reference other technical Libers of his, either because he has specifically mentioned them in his
chapter on the card in body or footnote, or because they obviously or wonderfully relate to the
card image or message. There are other third-party source books we have found useful in our
explorations that are listed in the Suggested Reading section.The Thoth deck is a masterpiece.
Aleister Crowley and Lady Frieda Harris were both mature individuals in their sixties at the time
of the deck’s creation. Crowley put the entirety of his considerable knowledge—earned over his
lifetime of attainments as a spiritual adept—into the symbolism of each card. Each and every
card can convey a wealth of profound conceptual esoteric teachings—far more than can be
covered in the scope of this book. Yet the Thoth deck owes its evocative beauty to the artist,
Lady Frieda Harris. It was Lady Harris who first suggested to Crowley the idea of redesigning the
traditional tarot and writing about it—something he at first was highly resistant to. Harris was a
co-Mason and student of esotericism and theosophy, but she knew little of ceremonial magic.
She offered to pay Crowley a weekly stipend and to paint the cards as book illustrations if he



would teach her magic as part of the process and write a comprehensive tarot text. A process
that was supposed to take months took five years—and the rest is history, for together they
created an enduring magnum opus that continues to broaden minds to this day.What makes the
art of the Thoth deck so compelling is Lady Harris’s distinctive art deco style and her ingenious
use of projective geometry, which she learned as a student of the disciples of Rudolf Steiner.
What made the deck even more esoterically expressive was the incorporation of the color scale
system of the Golden Dawn. This system of mapping specific colors to the four Qabalistic worlds
of the Tree of Life allowed each card to be an invocation of the essence of the specific path or
sephira through the evocative use of color.The Ordo Templi Orientus (O. T. O.) owns the image
rights to the Thoth tarot. Unfortunately, the O. T. O. currently allows publication of the images only
in works exclusively dedicated to discussion of the Thoth tarot, without comparative discourse of
other decks. While we think that such correlative discussion would only favorably highlight the
majesty of Crowley and Harris’s brilliant creation, we thus had to forego including these
masterful artworks and hope that readers will seek them out in a physical deck or the many
widely available online images. It will certainly prove worthwhile to study the images along with
our text.Correspondences Found—and Not Found—In This BookA vast infrastructure of
correspondences undergirds the Golden Dawn–based tarot decks we study. In this guide, we
chose to focus on correspondences which readers will be able to see fairly easily in any modern
deck. (Besides the Rider-Waite-Smith and Thoth decks, we’ve included images drawn from
Mel’s decks and several other Llewellyn and Lo Scarabeo decks.)As a result, you won’t be able
to look up Yasgedibarodiel, “Angel of the Cadent Decanate of Capricorn” in here. You’ll need
Aleister Crowley’s exhaustive 777 for that; indeed, if you are reading this book, you probably
have a copy on your shelf already. You can also use Susie’s Tarot Correspondences, a general
reference for the major historical and magical correspondences relevant to tarot, and how to use
them. If you have those texts, a few decks (Rider-Waite-Smith, Thoth, and an M. M. Meleen
deck!), and this card-by-card guide, your foray into esoteric tarot is well underway.
[contents]Major ArcanaAbout the Golden Dawn TitlesThe Golden Dawn assigned formal, or
“Hermetic,” titles to the twenty-two major arcana. These grand and often poetic epithets
generally allude to one or more esoteric qualities associated with each card. For example, the
High Priestess’s Hermetic title is “the Priestess of the Silver Star”; the “silver star” may be the
moon, her astrological correspondence. The Empress is “the Daughter of the Mighty Ones”: the
“mighty ones” may refer to the supernal sephiroth, Kether, Chokmah and Binah, and her path on
the Tree of Life forms the base of the triangle they form.By using these titles to capture esoteric
qualities inherent in each archetype, the Golden Dawn joins a tradition of prayer and invocation
extending back to the earliest hymns. By uttering the name of the deity and its powers, a
supplicant invests her words with additional meaning and ensures her prayers will be
heard.Astrology of the MajorsFireWaterAirEarthFour elementsThe twenty-two major arcana
cards can be astrologically divided via esoteric assignment into groups of three, seven, and
twelve. The three primary or classical elements that make up all of nature—air, water, and fire—



correspond to the cards of the Fool, Hanged Man, and Judgement/Aeon respectively. But what
about the element of earth? As the earth element is comprised of a combination of all of the
elements in equilibrium, it has been assigned to the World/Universe card, which also is a
summation of all that has come before it. Thus the World/Universe card does what we call
double duty, for it is also assigned the planetary correspondence of Saturn, who not only rules
one of the earth signs, but whose “heavy” qualities are also resonant with the cold weight of
Earth. Similarly, the Judgement/Aeon card also does double duty, for in addition to
corresponding to the fire element, it is also assigned the mysterious animating fifth element of
Spirit: known as aether, or sometimes as “void.”Each element has three signs, one of each
quadruplicity: the initiator is cardinal, the middle sign listed is fixed, and the last mutable (see the
“Astrological Qualities or Quadruplicities” section). The fire signs are Aries (cardinal), Leo (fixed),
and Sagittarius (mutable). The water signs are Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces. The air signs are
Libra, Aquarius, and Gemini.MoonMercuryVenusSunMarsJupiterSaturnThe seven traditional
planetsThe seven “planets” of classical astrology (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and
our two luminaries, the Sun and Moon) are assigned to the Magician, Empress, Tower, Fortune,
World, Sun, and Priestess, respectively. Planets are said to “rule” the signs of their domicile, a
place where they are given what is termed dignity, or the freedom of expression that comes with
familiar territory. Each planet rules two signs, a diurnal or day sign, and a nocturnal or night sign,
while the sun and moon each rule asingle sign. The more recently discovered planets (Uranus,
Neptune, and Pluto) have also been assigned in modern astrology as dual rulers of the signs
Aquarius, Pisces, and Scorpio, respectively. Sun—Leo Moon—Cancer Gemini
(diurnal)MercuryVirgo (nocturnal)Libra (diurnal)VenusTaurus (nocturnal)Aries
(diurnal)MarsScorpio (nocturnal)Sagittarius (diurnal)JupiterPisces (nocturnal)Aquarius
(diurnal)SaturnCapricorn (nocturnal)The classical domiciles of the seven planetsThe following
diagram shows the elegance of the assignment by placing the luminaries and their signs at the
top of an astrological wheel. The signs proceed in order around the circumference, with the
planets in orbital order along each side, and day and night sign rulerships alternating. It also
shows the concepts of how aspects are derived. Each sign has 30° of the circular complete
zodiacal band. The opposition shows signs 180° or six signs apart, dividing the circle in half.
These are said to be on the same “axis,” i.e., Leo and Aquarius. The trine shows signs 120° or
four signs apart, dividing the circle into a triangle. The square divides the circle fourfold, with
signs 90° or three signs apart. The sextile shows signs 60° or two signs apart, dividing the circle
six ways. Adjacent signs or those 30° apart are in semi-sextile aspect. In general, oppositions
are polarizing and squares are frictional, but both yield potential growth opportunities. Trines are
harmonious but not stimulating, and sextiles and semi-sextiles show possibilities to explore that
may yield positive results if effort is applied.The astrological signs divide the zodiac into twelve
30° segments. Though entire books can be written about the nuances of each sign, each has a
short declarative motto that attempts to summarize their nature as concisely as
possible.Astrological rulerships diagramAries The Emperor“I am”Taurus The Hierophant“I



have”Gemini The Lovers“I think”Cancer The Chariot“I feel”Leo Strength/Lust“I will”Virgo The
Hermit“I analyze”Libra Justice/Adjustment“I balance”Scorpio Death“I desire”Sagittarius
Temperance/Art“I aim”Capricorn The Devil“I use”Aquarius The Star“I know”Pisces The Moon“I
believe”Zodiacal correspondences and the major arcanaAstrological Qualities or
QuadruplicitiesThe twelve zodiacal signs can be divided into three modalities or qualities, each
into groups of four, one for each element. Cardinal signs begin the seasons, such as 0° Aries
being the start of spring (in the Northern Hemisphere). The cardinal signs (Aries, Cancer, Libra,
and Capricorn) are active and controlling, tending to initiate. The fixed signs (Leo, Scorpio,
Aquarius, and Taurus) are when the season is fully established, and are thus steady, tending to
maintain. The mutable signs (Sagittarius, Pisces, Gemini, and Virgo) end the season, and so are
flexible, tending toward change. Signs that share a quality or quadruplicity are either in
opposition or square to each other. For example, the cardinal sign Aries is on the same axis, or
in opposition to, the cardinal sign Libra, while squaring the other two cardinal signs Cancer and
Capricorn, who also share an axis.What does all of this astrology have to do with tarot? While it
is by no means necessary to memorize these correspondences and relationships, knowing how
elements, signs, and planets interact can add additional depth to your readings by seeing how
the related cards may influence and relate to each other when they appear in the same
spread.Qabalah of the MajorsThe Tree of Life is a configuration of ten spheres, or sephiroth, and
is the foundation of Kabbalistic—and Qabalistic —thought.1 Twenty-two paths, each assigned to
one letter of the Hebrew alphabet, join the ten sephiroth. The twenty-two major arcana map to
these paths with the same three-seven-twelve structure we see in the astrology of the major
arcana: three “mother” letters, seven “double” letters, and twelve “simple” letters.: The three
mother letters are aleph, mem, and shin, correlating to the elements of air, water, and fire. From
these, according to mystical thought, everything in the cosmos arises—including the fourth
element, earth.: The seven double letters are beth, gimel, daleth, kaph, peh, resh, and tav, and
correlate to the seven traditional planets—Mercury, the moon, Venus, Jupiter, Mars, the sun, and
Saturn. Like the wandering planets themselves, which draw nearer to and farther from us at
different points, these letters vary in their sound: one “hard” pronunciation and one “soft”
pronunciation.2 Their metaphysical significations come in pairs of opposites: e.g., wisdom and
folly.: The twelve simple letters are heh, vav, zain, cheth, teth, yod, lamed, nun, samekh, ayin,
tzaddi, and qoph. They correlate to the twelve zodiacal signs, in order, from Aries to Pisces.
These letters do not vary in their pronunciation, just as the constellations do not vary in their
distance from the earth. Metaphysically, they relate to single human attributes, such as mirth or
anger.We use a number of concepts from the Tree of Life to talk about the major arcana.• The
“supernals” or “supernal triad” are the three sephiroth at the top of the Tree: Kether, Chokmah,
and Binah. These are considered divine, beyond human comprehension; an abyss (Da’ath)
separates them from the other seven.• The three vertical uprights one can draw through the Tree
of Life are the three “pillars”: the Pillar of Mercy or Pillar of Force on the right and the Pillar of
Severity or Pillar of Form on the left. The central line is the Middle Pillar or Middle Path.• The



“lightning flash” is the zigzag that descends from Kether to Malkuth, touching each of the ten
sephiroth in turn. This represents the ongoing act of creation.• The “Four Worlds” are four stages
of manifestation descending down the Tree of Life: the Archetypal World (Atziluth), the World of
Creation (Briah), the World of Formation (Yetzirah), and the World of Action (Assiah). There are a
number of ways to visualize this. One we use often assigns the three upper (supernal) sephiroth
to Atziluth, the next three sephiroth to Briah, the lower three sephiroth to Yetzirah, and the last
sephira, Malkuth, to Assiah.[contents]1. See the introduction for the differences between these
two concepts derived from Jewish mysticism.2. In modern Hebrew, some of those distinctions in
pronunciation no longer exist.The FoolThe Spirit of the AetherCard Number: 0Element: ,
AirHebrew Letter: , alephHebrew Letter Meaning: Mother letter: Ox; Value: 1Path 11: Kether (1,
Crown—Primum mobile) to Chokmah (2, Wisdom—Zodiac)Color Scales in the Four Worlds:
Bright pale yellow. Sky blue. Blue emerald green. Emerald, flecked goldThemes and Keywords:
All and nothing. Zero. Beginnings. Emanation. Deity. Creation. Fertility. Air. Breath. Silence.
Nascence. Folly and madness vs holy wisdom. Innocence. Ignorance. Going forth.Astrology/
ElementThe Fool corresponds to the element air, the suit of the mind and reason. Air contains
the elements fire and water, yet the Fool’s esoteric title is The Spirit of Aether. Aether is
somewhat akin to air. The theoretical substance aether, or ether, was once believed to be a
universal elastic medium for the transmission of electromagnetic wave forms. Distributed
throughout all matter and permeating all space, it was only assumed to be there, as it was
invisible, weightless, frictionless, and undetectable. Transmitting light and heat, it was also
referred to as luminiferous aether.The Fool corresponds to elemental air. This image captures a
grasshopperin aerial midflight, while also picking up on the traditionalsun and hobo-bag
iconography. (Animal Totem Tarot)Aristotle believed that aethyr extended from the fixed stars
down to the moon. The ancient Greeks used the term to refer to the “upper air,” the region of
space beyond the atmosphere, the blue heavens, and the clear upper air personified. (It’s also a
term for a highly volatile, flammable, liquid anesthetic.)In metaphysics the term also sometimes
refers to Spirit, or the fifth element, and to the void or vacuum. In Enochian tradition it is the
succession of worlds within, surrounding, and extending beyond the material world. All this
agrees with the Fool’s association with Kether, the sephira of the primum mobile, the outermost
moving sphere in the geocentric model of the universe, and with the three veils surrounding the
Qabalistic Tree of Life.Modern astrologers usually assign Uranus, or sometimes Pluto, to the
Fool. Because of its association with zero, the Fool also has a resonance with the Aries Point,
the point at zero degrees of Aries in the zodiac where the zodiac, and the season of spring,
begins.Mythology/AlchemyBoth innocent and virile, the Fool is associated with Dionysus or
Bacchus, the god of wine and revelry, of fertility, religious ecstasy, and ritual madness. Dionysus
is said to be a god of epiphany. An epiphany, or revelation, refers to inspiration received from
divinity. His appearance is said to induce a frenzy in his followers akin to divine madness, freeing
them from self-conscious cares, fears, and oppressions. His iconography includes pine cones,
grapes, figs, ivy, tigers, leopards, and serpents.Depictions of Dionysus either show him as a



mature bearded man, a sensuous and attractive beardless youth, a ridiculously garbed or
partially nude androgynous youth, or an effeminate male. Crowley’s 777 lists the correct design
of the tarot Fool as “a bearded Ancient seen in profile,” and though we see him as a bearded
jester in some Marseilles decks, modern decks portray him as either a Harlequin, an
androgynous youth, or as a sort of “Green Man of the Spring Festival.” 3The Orphic “first
Dionysus,” Zagreus the horned, was an underworld god dismembered by the Titans and reborn,
paralleling the story of the Egyptian Osiris. The Fool is also associated with Zeus Arrhenothelus,
the primordial Lord of Air who embodies the concept that the original god (Tetragrammaton) was
both male and female. Though sources list Dionysus as being born after being sewn into Zeus’s
“thigh”—or testicles—the oracle of Apollo declared Zeus, Hades, and Dionysus “three gods in
one godhead” overseeing birth, death, and reincarnation.4The Fool has resonance with Parsifal,
the Fisher King, and the Grail Quest. Tales of wandering princes who marry the king’s daughter
and become king are applicable to the Fool’s story.As the absence of speech and the indrawn
breath, the Fool also has associations with Harpocrates, god of silence.Qabalah—Path 110. The
Fool. Tree of Life.The Fool represents the letter aleph (), one of the three mother letters of the
Hebrew alphabet: aleph corresponds to the element of air, mem () to water, and shin () to fire.
Aleph means “ox” or “bull.” Both, like Pan or Bacchus figures, are ancient symbols of fertility and
generative power—apt beginnings for the story of creation. Aleph’s shape depicts a point
unfolding in four directions and set in motion—the whirling swastika once revered as a solar
symbol before being co-opted in the modern age for darker purposes.Airy aleph also
corresponds to the chest, where people take air into their lungs as their first act as living beings.
This is the same indrawn breath taken before speech (I—the Magician or Magus). In this silence
is contained everything that follows—the beginning and end of all the universe.The Tree of Life,
or all creation, emanates from three “veils of nothingness,” known as Ain (nothingness or
“nothing that is not”), Ain Soph (infinity or “nothing without limit”), and Ain Soph Aur (limitless
light). From these veils then contracts the first sephira, Kether—a dimensionless point of light or
“crown.” The Fool’s path on the Tree of Life runs from Kether to the second sephira, Chokmah
(wisdom), from the Middle Pillar to the Pillar of Force. As the first path on the Tree, it represents
“Qabalistic Zero”—the negative space from which all else emanates.This Fool is about to step
into a wormhole in the fabric of space-time that is inthe center of three concentric ouroboros
serpents representing the negativeveils before Kether: Ain, Ain Soph, and Ain Soph Aur. (Tabula
Mundi Tarot)In , the Tetragrammaton, letter yod () is said to reside in Chokmah, with its tip in
Kether.Rider-Waite-Smith SymbolismThe Fool (Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot)This iconic image of the
Fool holds a number of hidden references to the Tree of Life. The white sun at the upper right
refers to Kether, the first sephira. Its fourteen rays may refer to 1 (Kether) + 2 (Chokmah) + 11
(path number). The line of the image passes from the sun to the lower left, reflecting the Fool’s
path from an inside-the-Tree perspective. He could be about to step into the abyss of Da’ath, the
void below the supernal sephiroth. Or he might be stepping all the way down to Malkuth, which is
symbolized by his white rose. The rose, whose scent he may have just sniffed, is white, as is his



shirt and his dog—all conveying purity of intent. Ten eight-spoked wheels adorn his tunic: there
are ten wheels for the ten sephiroth and eight spokes for the wheel of Spirit, the compass rose,
and the eightfold model of consciousness.His clifftop altitude, the yellow color of the
background, his carefree mien, and the feather in his cap all point to the element of air; the
feather’s red color symbolizes the life force. We’ll see it again in the Death and Sun cards. The
Fool’s elaborate tunic alludes to both the raiment of court jesters and the rags and tatters of the
itinerant madman pictured in earlier versions of the Fool. Finally, his little dog is another holdover
from early tarot, though its role—to attack (as in older versions), to warn, or merely to gambol
about—is ambiguous.Thoth SymbolismThe Thoth Fool breaks the mold, an intense, horned,
and virile man in green and gold, bursting on to the scene with nothing but air beneath his feet.
He’s about to be born headfirst through three loops that appear as the wake of a winged
caduceus, flying toward his heart. These ovals may represent the three negative veils of
existence that the Fool must pass through before entering the path of creation. These circular
forms also represent zero, and Nuit fertilized by the winged disk within, conceiving Hoor-Pa-
Kraat, also known as Harpocrates, the god of silence.The card is teeming with symbols
representing the beginnings of everything from nothing. The butterfly of air, symbol of the soul
entering incarnation, follows in the track behind the winged disk (Hadit), with the caduceus a
forerunner of the Fool’s evolution to Magus. A dove descends, for Spirit’s descent into matter,
and the vulture Maut rides the spiral. The Fool holds a flaming pine cone (the thyrsus of
Dionysus), and crystal cup of water; combining them creates air and then the Tree of Life. On his
head is a diamond of white light (Kether), with the sun (Tiphareth) at the center over his
procreative organ, and the crocodile Sebek at his feet standing in for Malkuth: the moon to his
sun. The crocodile is also associated with Hoor-Pa-Kraat.He bears Dionysian grapes and a
transparent sack holding blue coins marked with the entire universe: sun surrounded by six
planets, encircled by the zodiacal signs. Biting his thigh is a tiger, another Dionysian distraction
of lust and passion. Between his legs is a rose, the white of Kether and the rose of Malkuth, with
dangling lilies. Crowley calls them the “benediction of three flowers in one,” referring to the final
heh, the daughter of the Tetragrammaton who contains all of the qualities of the father, mother,
and son who precede her.5 Beneath them, the twinned infants (vav and final heh) embrace,
destined to grow into the solar twins, active Ra-Hoor-Khuit and passive Hoor-Pa-Kraat. The
background colored the yellow of air is speckled with diamonds in the white brilliance of
Kether.Related CardsIn a sense, you could say that all cards are contained in the Fool as he is
the as-yet-unrealized potential of all that will follow. But he is also the representative of elemental
air, in the same way that the Hanged Man stands for elemental water, and Judgement/Aeon for
elemental fire.As elemental air, he has a specific connection to the three major arcana of air:
Justice/Adjustment (Libra), the Star (Aquarius), and the Lovers (Gemini). Although he begins his
journey as a blank slate, he will in time learn to weigh his options, navigate toward goals, and
make informed choices. His story is a wayfinding from folly to wisdom; from ignorance to
knowledge. Indeed, his mirror image on the Tree, the Magician, is defined by



knowledgeability.The intellectual, airy suit of Swords also reflects this perilous voyage of free
will. When the Fool grasps the Ace of Swords for the first time, he becomes literally willful: he has
an intention and the will to carry it out. In the 2, 3, and 4 of Swords (Peace/Sorrow/Truce), he will
encounter his first crossroads, his first crisis, and his first compromise. In the 5, 6, and 7 (Defeat/
Science/Futility), he will counter risk with goal settingand schemes of varying success. Finally, in
the 8, 9, and 10 (Interference/Cruelty/Ruin), he faces a paralyzing choice, kills off some options,
and thus commits to an outcome. For better or worse, it is the collapse of a quantum state into a
certainty.Advanced Concepts for Further Exploration• Eheieh—a god name transliterated from
the Hebrew , translated as “I Will Be”• The relationship between the Fool as first and the
Universe as last major arcana• The descent of Spirit (Kether) into matter (Malkuth) as the
“lightning flash” of emanation connecting all the sephiroth of the Tree of Life• The balancing and
cleansing “path of the flaming sword”; another descending process from unity to multiplicity
wherein the first swirlings of creation bring all possible energies into balance within the manifest
world of everyday experience• The corresponding ascent of matter (Malkuth) toward deity
(Kether) through the “path of the serpent,” a redemptive rising of consciousness via a complex
connective weaving and balancing of the paths (major arcana) of the Tree of Life• The fifth and
unifying power of the four elemental “powers of the sphinx,” the power of Spirit, Ire, “to go”—a
function of godhead• Magical Weapon: The Dagger or Fan• Magical Power:
Divination[contents]3. Crowley, 777, 34.4. Julian, Hymn to King Helios, 10.5. Crowley, Book of
Thoth, 69.The Magician/MagusThe Magus of PowerCard Number: IPlanet and Dignities:
Mercury: rules Gemini and Virgo, exalted Virgo; Day of the week: WednesdayHebrew Letter: ,
bethHebrew Letter Meaning: Double letter: House (Life—Death); Value: 2Path 12: Kether (1,
Crown—Primum Mobile) to Binah (3, Understanding—Saturn)Color Scales in the Four Worlds:
Yellow. Purple. Gray. Indigo, rayed violetThemes and Keywords: Will. Magic. As above, so below.
Words and thoughts with power to bend reality. Words as trickery. Illusion versus change in
accordance with will. Knowledge. Skills. Tools. Connection. Transmission. Universal access to all
realms. Mind, with all its virtues and flaws. The wand.Astrology/ElementSpeedy, tiny Mercury,
the closest planet to the sun, has an orbit of only eighty-eight days. It has no moons and flies
solo. Because of its proximity to the sun, it rises and sets with it, so it is difficult to see in our night
sky. Because its orbit lies inside that of Earth’s, it has phases, but we can never see its full phase
as it is always behind or in front of the sun. It’s never more than twenty-eight degrees from the
degree of the sun, being either in the same sign or an adjacent one.The sun governs force
(Spirit), the positive (masculine) polarity, while the moon rules form (body), the negative
(feminine) polarity. But Mercury is androgynous, being the mind or messenger between the two.
It’s one of the most important influences on a chart because it tells much about the mind, which
creates reality, and describes the intellect and style of communication. It rules messages
transmitted and received, travel, motion, magic, the sciences, and logic.Mercury’s glyph
combines the circle of Spirit above the cross of matter and is topped by the crescent of
personality (which looks remarkably like a figure wearing a winged cap or transmitting



antennae).Mercury has dual rulership over mutable air sign Gemini as its day sign and mutable
earth sign Virgo as its night sign. As Gemini, it expresses its quicksilver nature, curiosity,
versatility, and wit. As Virgo, it expresses common sense, attention to detail, deep analysis, and
logical thought.Mythology/AlchemyMercurial gods all bear the creative and compelling power of
the logos: the will and word. Hermes (Mercurius) was known as “he of the persuasive tongue.”
He wears the talaria (winged sandals that give swiftness) and either the petasos (traveler’s cap)
or winged helmet, and he carries the herald’s staff, or caduceus. He is the messenger of the
gods, a mischievous trickster, the patron of travelers. Hermes is a friend of those who pursue the
occult arts, merchants, thieves, orators, and those in the fields of art and science. In his chthonic
form, he takes on the role of psychopomp.Hermes Trismegistus (Thrice Great) is a form of
Hermes combined with the Egyptian god Thoth. Thoth ruled in Hermopolis over the Ogdoad
(eightfold), a pantheon of eight primordial gods. He was the measurer of time and the scribe of
the gods, and he was credited with the inventions of all branches of knowledge, human and
divine: astronomy, writing, science, law, mathematics, medicine, and the measurements that
established the heavens and Earth. As a scribe, he appears with the head of an ibis. In the
underworld, he appears as an ape. His feminine counterpart was Seshet, “she who scrivens”:
Mistress of the House of Books, overseer of the royal scribes and library, and dually credited
with all of Thoth’s inventions.The “ape of Thoth” trope on the Thoth deck’s Magus is a mercurial
reference; here is theape-as-Magician, complete with the usual wand and analemma.
(Linestrider Tarot)Prometheus, who stole fire from heaven and gifted it to man, is also a
mercurial figure. Other figures cognate are Loki, Ganesha, and Hanuman.It’s usually the
Magician, as the Mercury card, where one thinks to find alchemical mercury. In alchemy,
mercury represents the spirit (mind), sulfur represents the soul (consciousness, life), and salt
represents the body (matter). Because alchemical mercury is spirit and mind, both the Fool and
the Magician share this role just as one evolves from the other.Qabalah—Path 12I (1). The
Magician/The Magus. Tree of Life.The Magus or Magician corresponds to the Hebrew letter
beth, meaning “house.” It is the first of seven double letters, each of which will correspond to one
of the seven classical planets ( beth/Mercury, gimel/moon, daleth/Venus, kaph/Jupiter, peh/
Mars, resh/sun, tav/Saturn). The glyph of Mercury touches every sephira on the Tree except for
Kether. As keeper of the House, the Magus creates worlds within worlds and forges connections
between above and below, microcosm and macrocosm.The Magus in this card is a cosmic DJ, a
mix-master bringingdown the “house” (beth, his letter). (Tabula Mundi Tarot)Each double letter
marries two opposing powers; in this case, life and death—pointing to his role as interpreter,
psychopomp, and traveler between realms. This polarity repeats in the colors of the two
sephiroth connected by his path: Kether (white) and Binah (black).His path travels from Kether to
Binah, a mirror image to that of the Fool, extending to the Pillar of Form instead of the Pillar of
Force. If the Fool is the intake of breath, the Magician is the outflow, the utterance of the spoken
word.Binah, first sephira on the pillar of form, signals an impulse to enclose and make formed.
As the intermediary between Kether and Binah, the Magician turns the ideal into the real. His



powers of manifestation draw attention to a core Hermetic principle: that which is above
resembles that which is below. Because Mercury corresponds to the eighth sephira, Hod, we
also see references to the number eight in both versions.Rider-Waite-Smith SymbolismThe
Magician (Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot)The Waite-Smith Magician, known to all from the yellow box
of the classic 1971 Rider Tarot, appears here a Western ceremonial magician. Waite says he
has “the countenance of divine Apollo, with smile of confidence and shining eyes.” His
Continental predecessors were tricksters and con men (Il Bagatto, Le Jongleur, etc.). But now a
table once full of hustler’s trinkets holds four familiar mystical emblems: a wand, a cup, a sword,
and a pentacle. The magic at work here is no illusion, but an act that changes reality.The
magician points up to Kether and down to Binah. “As above, so below” is the Hermetic
magician’s creed (from the Emerald Tablet of Hermes Trismesgistus). Divination and magic
depend on this correspondence between the invisible and the mundane. Other binaries are at
work: the stark black and white of the Magician’s features and robe suggest the sephiroth
defining his path: Kether (white, “crown” as headband) and Binah (black). As illustrated
throughout the deck wherever roses and lilies appear, red stands for passion, carnality, and the
number five; white stands for Spirit, purity of intention, and the number six.Above his head is the
analemma of the sun’s orbit, a reference to Mercury’s close relationship with the sun.6 It is also a
symbol of infinity, or the Magician’s power to manifest everything and anything the heart desires.
It is also a figure eight, a reference to the sephira Hod and the number of Mercury.Finally, the
ouroboros or serpent at his waist alludes to the twining snakes of Hermes’s caduceus, to secret
knowledge, and to the unending cycle of life and death.Thoth SymbolismIn the Thoth card, the
Magus doesn’t hold the wand, he is the wand, the channel of will. His body is the yellow of his
color in the Golden Dawn King Scale, connecting him with both the Fool and the Sun. He is
accompanied by the gray cynocephalus ape, who shadows Thoth to mock and deceive.His
gesture is similar to that of the RWS Magician, for similar reasons outlined. His posture also
forms the glyph of Mercury, whose tracing encompasses all of the sephiroth of the Tree of Life
except Kether.The top of the wand has the caduceus with winged disk, a symbol for both the
phallus and for Hadit. The circular center contains a descending dove, an extension of Spirit
(Kether) into form (Binah) and symbolic of the feminine principle within the masculine, since
Mercury is an androgynous figure. The wings of the figure appear to extend into pleated shapes
reminiscent of the fan, a magical weapon of the Fool (air) from which he evolves. The serpents
that entwine the caduceus are crowned: the left with the throne crown of Isis representing Binah
(understanding), and the standard crown on the right representing Kether (the crown).Mercury is
always in motion, and here the Magician juggles eight implements, for eight is the number of his
sephira Hod. In the air surrounding him revolve his tools and elemental weapons of power:•
Dagger: air and the power “to know”• Cup: water “to dare”• Winged Egg: Spirit “to go”• Scroll:
that bears the Word• Stylus: that writes the Word• Phoenix Wand: tool of resurrection• Censer:
fire “to will”• Pentacle: earth “to keep silent”Related CardsThe Magician, arcanum of Mercury, is
the first of seven planetary majors. The two Mercury-ruled zodiacal majors are the Lovers



(Gemini) and the Hermit (Virgo). In the Lovers—the “Children of the Voice (Divine)”—we see the
Magician’s skill with the spoken word and ability to unlock choices. In the Hermit (also called the
“Magus of the Voice of Light”), he decodes the written word, performs verbal magic, and acts as
psychopomp.Mercury also rules five of the thirty-six decans: As 5 of Pentacles, or “Lord of
Worry” (Taurus I), he rules the anticipation and surmounting of obstacles. As 3 of Cups, or “Lord
of Abundance” (Cancer II), he rules ease of communication. As 10 of Pentacles, or “Lord of
Wealth” (Virgo III), he is dignified and exalted, and rules mercantile skill and communication with
the dead. As 8 of Wands, or “Lord of Swiftness” (Sagittarius I), he is in detriment, yet rules swift,
smooth travel and flashes of insight. As 6 of Swords, or “Lord of Science” (Aquarius II), he rules
resourceful problem-solving.In the 8, 9, and 10 of Swords (all Gemini cards), he expresses the
mind’s curiosity and computational ability; its power to freely make choices and comprehend
their consequences. In the 8, 9, and 10 of Pentacles (all Virgo cards), he refines medicines for
body and soul and material products to sustain the next generation; he oversees passage
between the realms.One is the number generally ascribed to the Magus. The Sun also
enumerates to one (19: 1 + 9 = 10: 1 + 0 = 1). So does the Wheel of Fortune (10: 1 + 0 = 1). The
close ties between these three cards speak to questions of individualism and destiny.Advanced
Concepts for Further Exploration• The relationship between the Magician and the Fool as
progenitor• The powers of speech and silence as magic, and the tools of the Magician’s control
over the elements and powers: to create (wand), preserve (cup), destroy (sword), and redeem
(pentacle); as described in Crowley’s Liber B vel Magi sub Figura I, which describes the highest
possible manifestation in the physical plane, the grade of Magus• The tools of the Magician as
the ability to manipulate all four elemental “powers of the sphinx”: to will (wand), to dare (cup), to
know (sword), and to keep silent (pentacle)• The similarities and differences between alchemical
mercury, universal mercury, philosophical mercury, and planetary Mercury• The emerald tablet
of Hermes Trismegistus and the concept of transmutation• Magical Weapon: The Wand or
Cadeuceus• Magical Power: Miracles of Healing, Gift of Tongues, Knowledge of
Sciences[contents]6. “The mysterious sign of the Holy Spirit, the sign of life”—Waite, Pictorial
Key, 72.The High PriestessThe Priestess of the Silver StarCard Number: IIPlanet and Dignities:
Moon: rules Cancer, exalted Taurus; Day of the week: MondayHebrew Letter: , gimelHebrew
Letter Meaning: Double letter: Camel (Peace—War); Value: 3Path 13: Kether (1, Crown—
Primum Mobile) to Tiphareth (6, Beauty—Sun)Color Scales in the Four Worlds: Blue. Silver. Cold
Pale Blue. Silver, rayed sky blueThemes and Keywords: Holy secrets. Hidden mysteries. Divinity.
Purity. Virginity. Autonomy. Aspiration. Vibration. Astral light. Wisdom. Enchantment. Divination.
Silence. Esotericism. Intuition. The anima. Holy Spirit. Unvoiced belief. The cup.Astrology/
ElementThe Priestess is the planetary trump of our glamorous satellite the moon, glowing with
reflected light like a silver mirror. The moon’s orbit around Earth is twenty-eight and a half days. A
day on the moon is the same since it is tidally locked, forever facing Earth. Ever changing, it
shifts through its four main phases of light and darkness: new, waxing, full, and waning. As it
changes, humans vibrate and flow with its tides.The moon affects the tides and the tides within,



whether physical, mental, or emotional. Its orbit is the length of the menstrual cycle; it governs all
things female. It affects sleep cycles and all the waters on Earth, including those within us. In
astrology, the moon is as important as the sun, indicating our emotional capacity, feelings, home
life, and bodily functions. It shows our magnetism and appeal to the public. It represents the
human soul, our memories, the anima, our nurturing parent, and the many faces of our
personality. It’s our positive psychism, our intuition, and all that is receptive in human nature. It’s
our reflective inner light and our subconscious and unconscious feelings and needs.The moon,
associated with the Priestess since the earliest esoteric tarot correspondences,dominates this
modern-day reworking of the image. (Animal Totem Tarot)The glyph of the moon is a crescent,
showing the reflected light of the sun. Turn it on its side and it looks like the bowl of a cup. This is
the cup of the Priestess. The crescent shape when it appears in any of the planetary glyphs
represents the cup lofted, the uplifted personality and spiritual aspiration.The moon has
rulership in Cancer and exaltation in Taurus.Mythology/AlchemyThe Priestess bears
resemblance to the Hellenistic idea of Sophia as the initiatrix and personification of holy
wisdom.The Priestess of the Silver Star is also well represented by Artemis (Diana), whose
epithet is Maiden of the Silver Bow. Artemis, with her arrows of silver, is the twin of Apollo with
his arrows of gold. Artemis was a maiden goddess of the hunt who guarded her chastity fiercely.
Her virtue shouldn’t be thought of as asexuality; it signifies her completeness unto herself. Her
power is in her autonomy and mastery of self. In spite of her virginity, she was known to help
women with childbirth. Her iconography includes the bow and arrow, hunting dogs, and the
moon.Hekate, whose name may be derived from a Greek word meaning “she who works her
will” or from one meaning “the far reaching one,” is a goddess of magic and sorcery, light, herb
lore, witchcraft, necromancy, and the crossroads. Also a virgin goddess, her appearance is often
depicted as three-faced, suggesting the new, full, and half moon.The Egyptian Hathor, with her
horned headdress, calls to mind the crescent moon. Isis, sky goddess of magic and wisdom, like
the Priestess of the Silver Star, has connections to the cosmos, especially to the star Sirius (the
“silver star”). Isis is often depicted as veiled, a personification and allegory of the inscrutability of
nature and her secrets. Her temple at Sais was said to bear the inscription “I am all that has
been and is and shall be; and no mortal has ever lifted my mantle.”Qabalah—Path 13II (2). The
High Priestess/The Priestess. Tree of Life.The High Priestess’s path is the longest on the Tree,
the first on the Middle Pillar, and the last to exit Kether. It crosses Da’ath, the abyss below the
supernal sephiroth, and terminates in Tiphareth. This crucial path connects the divine father
(Kether) and son (Tiphareth), the yod and vav of the Tetragrammaton, the “greater” and “lesser”
countenance, the archetypal world of Atziluth and the creative world of Briah, the mind and
heart, the primum mobile and the sun. Thus the Priestess connects our sacred origin to our
literal source of life. The nature of that connection is known but hidden—inexpressible, esoteric,
a mystery hidden in the abyss. The Priestess may correspond to the Shekhinah, the feminine
form of God, who dwells here on the earth, striving for reunion with her celestial counterpart.Her
path corresponds to letter gimel, meaning “camel.” The camel is the “ship of the desert,”



conveying the traveler across long, inhospitable distances. It bears the spirit across Da’ath
(“knowledge”), the abyss which destroys the human ego. The camel’s unseen reservoir makes
survival possible; that reservoir is divine grace, the unknowable intention behind existence.
Although we may not be able to express it in words, spiritual belief gives us the sense of
meaning we require to live. It is the light that conceals by its brilliance. Thus we see references to
the entire Tree of Life in both Priestess versions. Both emphasize the next step on the Middle
Pillar—Yesod, the sephira of the moon—where the magic of creation gathers before its final
expression in Malkuth.As a double letter, gimel’s attributes are wisdom and folly, for knowledge
the rational mind can’t express may indeed appear as madness.Rider-Waite-Smith
SymbolismThe High Priestess (Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot)The “queen of the borrowed light”
abounds with Tree of Life references: the ten pomegranates depicted (and partly obscured) on
the veil, the crown (Kether), the cross (Tiphareth, associated with solar deities and the son), the
moon (Yesod), the gray Pillar of Force and the black Pillar of Form.7 Her hidden “Torah” scroll
peeks out from the position of Hod/Mercury.Yet each of these symbols holds other meanings as
well. The crown might be a triple lunar crown evoking Hekate the maiden/mother/crone. It might
symbolize the “sun and moon conjoined,” or the solar disk/cow horns crown of Hathor. The
pomegranates suggest the myth of Persephone and Demeter, reminding us that the High
Priestess is a sacred intermediary between realms separated by the veil. The veil itself may
separate the unconscious and conscious minds, the living from the dead, the supernal realm
from the mundane.The Priestess’s veil and book, inherited from the early woodcut images,
would goon to appear in all Priestess cards up to the present day. (Ancient Italian Tarot)The
letters “B” and “J” refer to Boaz (“in his strength”) and Jakin (“he establishes”), the pillars of
Solomon’s temple (though they were thought to be made of brass). Their dynamic, polar form
contrasts with the flat gray of the Hierophant’s pillars—direct versus apostolic transmission.The
Priestess’s blue robes also evoke the Stella Maris, the Virgin Mary as “Star of the Sea.” As her
robe dissolves into water, so water takes on form while remaining itself—a concept which
correlates with virginity or purity.Taken together, this constellation of lunar symbols conveys
secrecy, divine knowledge, faith, divination, and implicit communication between the seen and
unseen parts of a whole.Thoth SymbolismAstral warps and wefts swirl, shimmer, and vibrate,
veiling her in bluish light and turning the body of the enthroned Priestess into a radiant cup. Lit by
the white brilliance of Kether, the luminous veil conceals by its very brilliance. It separates the
conscious from the unconscious: the known from the secret. Crowley calls this veil of light the
“menstruum of manifestation” and the possibility of form that arises from the third veil of the
original nothing behind her.8 Beneath her, nascent forms are being created in the whorls of
nature’s seedpods, flowers, and crystals.As the embodiment of the Middle Pillar, she sits
between silver pillars rayed sky blue. Her headdress of disk and crescent and her throne are
emblems of Isis. Seven more crescents radiate beneath it, the seven invoking Venus, whose
path crosses hers horizontally, for she is both virgin and Eternal Mother. It brings the crescents
on her crown to eight, the full division of phases of the moon. On her lap rests a bow that is also



the lyre of Artemis. Its three strings recall the threefold goddess and the great mother Binah. The
arrow across it, as well as the rainbow light within the cup, connects her to the Temperance/Art
card, the continuation beyond her path that leads down to the lunar sephira of Yesod.Beneath
her feet is an inverted crescent. This brings the total crescents in the image to nine, a lunar
number. It also mirrors the inverted crescent that shines down upon the moon card. Yet she is
firmly above it, signifying her mastery of the unconscious realms.At the bottom of the card is the
camel of gimel, showing her nature as a vehicle across the abyss, the place of esoteric
knowledge.Related CardsThe Priestess card, alone among trumps, has had the same
astrological correspondence—the moon—across all tarot traditions since esoteric tarot’s
beginnings in the eighteenth century. The moon rules only one sign, Cancer, corresponding to
the Chariot (she is exalted in Taurus/the Hierophant). The Chariot represents the moon’s swift
orbital speed and heavenly passage: its emotional fluidity; its protective, covert nature; and its
role as bearer of news.The moon rules five of the thirty-six decans. As 6 of Pentacles, or “Lord of
Success” (Taurus II), she is exalted and watches over the increase of fortunes and opportunity.
As 4 of Cups, or “Lord of Luxury” (Cancer III), she rules the home, tides, and the forming and
breaking of habits. As 2 of Swords, or “Lord of Peace” (Libra I), she rules non-ordinary states of
consciousness, crossroads, and insights. As 9 of Wands, or “Lord of Strength” (Sagittarius II),
she rules natural cycles and memory. As 7 of Swords, or “Lord of Futility” (Aquarius III), she rules
illusions, travel, and reckless acts. In the 2, 3, and 4 of Cups (all Cancer cards), the Priestess
expresses the hidden bonds of affection between individuals and the mysteries of maternity and
sisterhood.The Priestess corresponds to the number two. Lust (in the Thoth deck) and Justice
(in the Waite deck) also enumerate to two (11; 1 + 1 = 2), as does the Judgement/Aeon card (20;
2 + 0 = 2). All portray varying relationships to the Other.Finally, the Priestess connects with the
two other cards of the Middle Path: Temperance/Art and the Universe/World.Advanced
Concepts for Further Exploration• The Middle Pillar ritual, an exercise for moving currents of
energy through the chakras or psychic centers of the body through a visualization of ascending
and descending light• The relationship between the Priestess, the other Middle Pillar paths, and
the paths that form the “bow” of QShTh—• The “rending of the veil” ritual of ceremonial magic,
which lifts the Magician to a higher state of consciousness• The evolution of Priestess to
Empress as she crosses the Empress’s path between the supernals• The seven hermetic
principles or truths: mentalism, correspondence, vibration, polarity, rhythm, cause and effect,
and gender• Magical Weapon: Bow and Arrow• Magical Power: The White Tincture,
Clairvoyance, Divination by Dreams[contents]7. Waite, Pictorial Key, 79.8. Crowley, Book of
Thoth, 73.The EmpressThe Daughter of the Mighty OnesCard Number: IIIPlanet and Dignities:
Venus: rules Taurus and Libra, exalted Pisces; Day of the week: FridayHebrew Letter: ,
dalethHebrew Letter Meaning: Double letter: Door (wisdom—folly); Value: 4Path 14: Chokmah
(2, Wisdom—Zodiac) to Binah (3, Understanding—Saturn)Color Scales in the Four Worlds:
Emerald green. Sky blue. Spring green. Bright rose, rayed pale greenThemes and Keywords:
Fertility. Creativity. Maternity. Love. Sensuality. Beauty and attraction. Wife or mother.



Receptiveness. The womb. Life and death. Fructification. Love and war goddesses, also the
goddess. Mother Nature.Astrology/ElementOther than the sun and moon, Venus is the brightest
object in our sky. Trailing the sunset, she is the evening star (Hesperus); preceding sunrise, the
morning star (Lucifer). Like Inanna of the seven veils, she reveals herself to us in phases. The
planet is mysteriously veiled by clouds—and incredibly hot!Venus signifies female attributes,
beauty, and how we attract and go about getting what we desire. Her glyph suggests a figure
with welcoming arms, and is comprised of the circle of Spirit over the cross of matter. It looks like
the Egyptian ankh, meaning “life.” Life emanates from nature. The appetite of life for procreation
is born from humankind (the cross) seeking completion (the circle). The glyph is the only one
which connects all the sephiroth of the Tree of Life.The planet Venus symbolizes all we find
worthy of desire—usually love and money! Venus loves luxury, pleasure, and relationships of all
kinds. She rules two signs: airy Libra by day and earthy Taurus by night. Libra, the seventh sign,
represents beauty, harmony, balance, and marriage; Taurus, the second sign, is concerned with
the comforts, pleasures, and necessities of life. As the lesser benefic, Venus bestows gifts. Her
earthy presents are sensuality, refined taste, and resources: favors that grant prosperity. Her airy
presents deal with charm, culture, physical symmetry and beauty, diplomacy, discernment, and
popularity. In her fullness she represents all that is creative, whether that involves nurturing
children, making music, or the creative arts. Her exaltation in Pisces shows that it is through
compassion that she best expresses her ideal of love as sacrifice.Mythology/AlchemyThe
Empress is the representation of alchemical salt. In alchemy salt is the body and base matter. It
is what remains after the process of combustion, the substance that survives death and
generates new life. Salt is an enigma; it both preserves and corrodes just as Venus is described
by the alchemists as “external splendor and internal corruption.” Salt dries things out yet is
harvested from the waters of the sea.Heavenly Aphrodite, born from sea foam, is the “Amorous
One,” “Mother of Passion and Peace,” and the “Giver of Life.” Portrayed as an infinitely desirable
woman, her domain is that of love, pleasure, and procreation. We must never forget though that
her favorite lover was Ares, god of war, and that her predecessor, Astarte, was both a fertility and
a war goddess.Like the Priestess, the Empress is associated with Hathor. She is also associated
with Isis, in her role as Queen of Heaven, wife of Osiris, and mother of Horus. Yet Crowley
reminds us, “not only Isis, but Nephthys.” 9 Nephthys was the sister of Isis, nursemaid of Horus,
and bride of warlike Set. She was called “Lady of the Enclosure,” representing the gateway much
like the Empress is often referred to as the “Gate of Heaven.” Where Isis guides the passage of
birth, Nephthys guides passage through the gate of death, for one is inherent in the
other.Demeter (Ceres), called “She of the Grain,” is a goddess of agriculture and maternal
relationships. The name Ceres comes from roots meaning “to feed” and “to grow.” The suffix -
meter in the name Demeter refers to the word mother. The prefix de- is an old name for a
chthonic earth goddess; thus, she is the “Mother Earth.” Her most famous tale involves her
mourning the abduction of her daughter Persephone, causing the earth to wither in winter. Don’t
mess with Mother Nature!A Demeter figure wears the zodiacal crown (Chokmah) next to a door



(daleth)opening seven (Venus) visible levels over the sea of Binah. (Pharos Tarot)Qabalah—
Path 14III (3). The Empress. Tree of Life.The path of the Empress runs between Chokmah on the
Pillar of Force and Binah on the Pillar of Form. The first of three horizontal paths, it runs above
the abyss of Da’ath and emphasizes the relationship between the three supernals.10 If Kether is
the dimensionless point, Chokmah is a line and Binah a plane. If Kether is consciousness
erupting and Chokmah the spark of vision, Binah is the spark received and understood. If Kether
is the Self and Chokmah the Other, Binah is the desire to connect the two. Lights, camera,
action!The Empress corresponds to Hebrew letter daleth, meaning door. As the universal
mother, she is the portal through which everything is born. In the concentric model of the
universe embraced by classical esotericists, the realm of the stars exists outside the orbit of the
outermost “sphere,” Saturn. In Qabalah, Chokmah corresponds to the zodiac and Binah to slow,
heavy Saturn (who is both Father Time and eternal mother). Thus, the Empress connects the
celestial clockwork to our earthly concept of time. She connects the archetypal life force to our
natural cycles and seasons.This Empress’s shield opens like a door (daleth), showing a
magnifieddiagram of her heart chambers as a beehive full of honey: the bees ofVenus fly out in a
golden spiral ratio. (Tabula Mundi Tarot)The opposing attributes of double letter daleth are peace
and war, reminding us that goddesses of creation are also goddesses of destruction. Shakti, the
feminine energy of the cosmos, releases even as it gives form. The door leads to darkness in
one direction and light in the other; one cannot enter one room without exiting another.Rider-
Waite-Smith SymbolismThe Empress (Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot)Whilst some planetary
correspondences are subtle in this deck, the Empress’s could not be more obvious: an
unambiguous glyph of Venus, colored in with Venus’s green hue, on the heart-shaped stone by
her throne. The stone itself recalls older tarot imagery, where the Emperor and Empress were
worldly rulers with heraldic shields. But this Empress is the maternal queen of love and life
herself; Venus as creatrix rather than consort. Her enthroned figure is curved, possibly pregnant;
her setting is lush—a stark contrast to the Emperor’s dry mountains. The globe on her scepter is
the world itself.Ripe wheat stalks suggest the Eleusinian mysteries of Demeter (which promised
its initiates eternal renewal), as do the pomegranates on her dress, which mingle red and white,
passion and purity. By a waterfall, deciduous and evergreen trees rise—possibly arborvitae or
cypresses, for Aphrodite’s home isle of Cyprus; the goddess is both eternal and cyclical.
Perhaps the water’s source is Eden itself.The Empress’s pearls recall the birth of Venus from sea
foam, off the shore of Paphos in Cyprus. Her diadem of twelve stars refers to the twelve months
or zodiacal signs, but it is also marks her as the “woman clothed with the sun, with the moon
under her feet, and on her head a crown of twelve stars”—almost a composite of the Priestess
and Empress (and the Thoth Lust) figures, and certainly a way of invoking the sacred
feminine.11 Hewn stone, textiles, and natural forms combine, reminding us that humanity’s arts
are her children too.Thoth SymbolismThe figure in the Thoth card represents the universal
woman, as the “many-throned, many-minded, many-wiled daughter of Zeus.” 12 The arch above
her refers to her letter daleth, meaning “door,” and her role as the gate of heaven. Her esoteric



title “Daughter of the Mighty Ones” may refer to the supernal parents she connects. She sits
between crescents that could be the phases of Venus or the moon. She faces the one waxing
(Northern Hemisphere), which signifies growth and increase.Her posture creates the glyph of
salt, suggesting amniotic fluid, and she holds her left arm in the gesture known as Mater
Triumphans (Isis holding the infant Horus). In her right hand is the wand of Isis, whose lotus is a
metaphor for the Grail, as it sits in water yet opens to the sun. Clothed in emerald green and
rose, she sits among twisting blue shapes, symbolic of her birth from water. The dove and
sparrow, birds of Aphrodite, correspond to love and promiscuity. Her tunic is embroidered with
bees: industrious female workers and honey gatherers. Dominoes on her sleeves symbolize her
domestic nature and are surrounded by the spirals of natural growth. She wears the girdle of
Venus inscribed with the twelve zodiacal signs.The tapestry beneath her is embroidered with
royal fleur-de-lis and fishes; Crowley says they are adoring the “secret rose” at the base of her
throne. Her shield bears the white eagle, a symbol of passive femininity (salt): matter awaiting
activation by sulfur. At her side, a pelican feeds her young with the blood of her breast. The great
mother gives an inheritance and sacrifice of blood that raises the daughter to her throne.Related
CardsThe Empress corresponds to Venus, presiding over the Hierophant (Taurus) and Justice/
Adjustment (Libra). These bookend the growing season in the Northern Hemisphere; the
Empress presides over both spring fertility and fall harvest. In the Hierophant, we see her
consecrating the union of male and female, earthly and divine, in the service of procreation. In
the Justice/Adjustment card, we see her as the great equilibrator, balancing beginnings and
endings to maintain the earth’s rhythm, creating beauty and equal partnerships.Venus rules five
minor arcana: As 4 of Wands, or “Lord of Completion” (Aries III), she is in detriment, ruling
celebrations (especially weddings) and the arts of peace. As 2 of Cups, or “Lord of
Love” (Cancer I), she rules attraction, respect, affection, and new relationships. As 9 of
Pentacles, or “Lord of Gain” (Virgo II), she rules adornment and gracious living and, as she is in
fall, is prone to perfectionism. As the 7 of Cups, or “Lord of Debauch” (Scorpio III), she confers
magnetic, visionary artistry, but is prone to addiction and escapism as she is in detriment. As the
5 of Swords, or “Lord of Defeat” (Aquarius I), she rules offbeat sensibilities. In all cases she has
the power to cast glamors of varying duration and efficacy. In the 5, 6, and 7 of Pentacles (all
Taurus cards), she expresses the miraculous quickening of life and those forces which imperil it.
In the 2, 3, and 4 of Swords (all Libra cards), she weighs, judges, and balances the mind to
create harmonious relationships.Three is the Empress’s number. Also enumerating to three by
reduction are the Hanged Man (12; 1 + 2 = 3) and the World or Universe (21; 2 + 1 = 3).Venus’s
exaltation is at 27° Pisces, giving her a special connection with the Moon (Pisces) as
well.Advanced Concepts for Further Exploration• The Empress as the gate of heaven or the
portal of both birth and death, and her relationship as mother to the daughter of the World/
Universe maiden of Malkuth, whose epithets also include various “gates”• Alchemical salt as the
substance of the body, the receptive principle, and the process of dissolution, purification, and
recrystalization• The alchemical concepts of the white queen as the passive or fixed principle



and the realm of feelings; the white eagle as “gluten” and vessel of first matter; the lunar white
work of purification of the subconscious; and the clarifiying process of Albedo• The relationship
between the Empress and the other horizontal paths on the Tree of Life• Magical Weapon: The
Girdle• Magical Power: Love-Philtres[contents]9. Crowley, Book of Thoth, 77.10. Her Hermetic
title, “Daughter of the Mighty Ones,” refers to her position at the base of the supernals.11. Rev.
12:1 (Authorized King James Version).12. Crowley, Book of Thoth, 75.The EmperorSon of the
Morning,Chief Among the MightyCard Number: IVSign and Dignities: Aries, cardinal fire. Ruler
Mars, sun exalted; Motto: “I am”Hebrew Letter: , heh (RWS); , tzaddi (Thoth)Hebrew Letter
Meaning: Simple letter heh: Window (Sight); Value: 5; Simple letter tzaddi: Fish Hook
(Imagination); Value: 90Path 15 (RWS): Chokmah (2, Wisdom—Zodiac) to Tiphareth (6, Beauty
—Sun)Path 28 (Thoth): Netzach (7, Victory—Venus) to Yesod (9, Foundation—Moon)Color
Scales in the Four Worlds: Scarlet. Red. Brilliant flame. Glowing redThemes and Keywords:
Dominion. Rulership/kingship. Structure. Government. Paternity. Selfhood. Sight and vision.
Military might. Spring/solar force. The ram. The head. Being first. Competition.
Ruthlessness.Astrology/ElementThe first of the zodiacal trumps corresponds to the first sign,
Aries the ram. Aries is the infant newly born and declaring, “I am.” It is a cardinal fire sign, which
also emphasizes the idea of beginnings and being first. It’s the first sign of spring, starting at the
vernal equinox in the Northern Hemisphere. In the body, Aries rules the head and facial features,
the brain, and the muscular system. The glyph of Aries looks like the head and horns of a head-
butting ram—or the hard nose and drawn eyebrows on a head.Aries first seeks selfhood. Aries is
aware of its individuality and sometimes unaware of the rest of the world. It’s the sign of
pioneers, leaders, innovators, warriors, and athletes. Aries is the first inrush of life energy
manifesting as will. It’s the first emanation: the ego consciousness that arises from the collective
unconscious of the end of the zodiac (Pisces). It’s an adolescent energy, bursting with life force
yet inexperienced, like a newly emerged seed striving to grow and eventually finding the
structure within form.Aries is ambitious in the sense that it pursues original yet practical
undertakings. It has tremendous willpower and little patience for anything that gets in its way.
Aries is ruled by Mars, so all things penetrating, courageous, motivating, domineering, and
martial in nature apply. The sun is exalted in Aries, showing the idea of energy combined with
authority and a source of vitality, individuality, egocentricity, paternity, and the animating forces of
life.Before a wall of bricks in the Fibonacci sequence, the Emperor contemplatesa bee skep and
the structure of the hive, as opposed to the wildness ofthe bees and nature seen in the Empress.
(Tabula Mundi Tarot)Mythology/AlchemyOne’s first thought for a god of Aries might well be the
Greek war god Ares. Yet the nature of ravaging Ares is more suited to the trump of Mars, the
Tower. The Emperor is more like the Roman god Mars, who was considered a positive force as a
military strategist for the ultimate purpose of peace, a protector of the realm, a guardian of
agriculture, and a god of spring.Athena (Minerva), though female, fits the archetype of Aries well.
Goddess of wisdom, she was the daughter of Zeus, springing forth from his head fully matured
and armored with helm and spear. She is the goddess of battlefield strategy but had no



sympathy with Ares’s love of bloodshed—hers was a skill of defense. She is the patron goddess
of all heroic quests and endeavors, as well as skilled in crafts like weaving, agricultural planning,
and navigation.Plato identified Athena with Neith, Egyptian goddess of war and hunting, a fierce
deity said to make the weapons of warriors and to guard the bodies of the fallen. Neith was also
said to be the first and prime creator, fashioning the entire universe and governing its functions.
She was said to be both the primeval creator and the re-creator who birthed the sun daily. She is
portrayed carrying the was-sceptre of rulership and power and the ankh of life. Her crown bore
her emblem of a shield with crossed arrows. The Emperor is the alchemical trump associated
with the principle of sulfur, the hot and active male principle. Sulfur creates change, and is the
actuating principle of life. Sulfur was considered the “first matter,” the instigating cause, and that
which (like the soul) gave each thing an individual signature.The number four appears as a
square surmounting the throne and in its quadrangularpedestal base. The shield is a holdover
from the early Marseille decks, where matchingshields typically appear on the Emperor and
Empress cards. (Mystical Tarot)Qabalah—Path 15 or Path 28IV (4). The Emperor. Tree of Life.
Golden Dawn path attribution.IV (4). The Emperor. Tree of Life. Thoth path attribution.As a
zodiacal sign-based major, the Emperor is associated with one of the single Hebrew letters, but
which one it is depends on your tradition. The Golden Dawn originally assigned the letter heh to
the Emperor. Heh means window, following the door of , daleth, and corresponds to sight, the
dominant sense of the Emperor’s eagle. This placement, path fifteen, positions the masculine
Emperor between Chokmah and Tiphareth, the father and the son (or their astrological
equivalents, Jupiter and the Sun). It also initiates the orderly descent of the numbered majors
and zodiacal signs down the Tree of Life.As heh, or “window,” with the attribute of sight, we can
think of the Emperor as imposing a structure or frame around his world. The Emperor’s vision
projects his will onto his surroundings.In 1904, while writing the Book of the Law, Aleister
Crowley’s spiritual guide, Aiwass, declared that “Tzaddi is not the Star.” This led Crowley to
switch the Hebrew letter attributions of the Emperor and the Star. Thus the Emperor’s letter
attribution becomes tzaddi, meaning “fishhook” and corresponding to the attribute of
imagination. This balances Crowley’s numerical switch of eight and eleven, Strength and
Adjustment/Justice. With now attributed to the feminine Star, the divine name, , now has two
feminine (primal and final heh) and two masculine parts (yod, the Hermit, and vav, the
Hierophant). It also places the Emperor lower on the Tree, on path twenty-eight between
Netzach and Yesod, the sephiroth of Venus and the moon.As tzaddi, or “hook,” with the attribute
of imagination, we can think of the Emperor as penetrating fertile oceans, inseminating them
with his will to produce teeming life.Rider-Waite-Smith SymbolismThe Emperor (Rider-Waite-
Smith Tarot)Pamela Colman Smith’s glaring, white-bearded Emperor presents a stark contrast to
the relaxed and gracious Empress who precedes him. While she sits in a lush paradise, he
oversees a barren mountain world. On his foursquare throne of hewn rock, we see four ram
heads, a reference to the rock-climbing, rutting symbol of Aries. (There may be a fifth ram head
hidden in the shoulder folds of the Emperor’s robe.) Whereas the Empress wears a diadem of



stars, the Emperor’s crown is manmade, and at its peak a tiny glyph of Aries perches. The ram’s
head-butting, combative ways echo those of Mars, who rules the head, but they also allude to
the kingly Egyptian god Amun-Ra. Waite suggests the Emperor may be described as “will in its
embodied form,” as well as “the lordship of thought.”The Emperor wears red, the color of Mars,
passion, and carnality; beneath his robes he wears a soldier’s armor, signifying his rigor and
determination. While in the Thoth and Marseille tarots, the Emperor sits with one leg crossed
over the other, both of the Waite-Smith Emperor’s feet rest on the ground, ready for him to spring
up for action as needed. In one hand he holds the crux ansata (a Christian, stylized version of
the ankh), a symbol of life and his dominion over it; in the other he holds a golden orb (the holy
hand grenade). Similarly, the figure in the astrologically linked 2 of Wands holds a globe in hand
—a resemblance which makes that card a “little Emperor” of sorts.Thoth SymbolismA fiery
vision in all the colors of flame, the Thoth Emperor sits upon his ram-headed throne, gazing
toward the Empress. He wears an imperial crown and regalia, and holds in his hand a ram-
headed scepter, a symbol of rulership. His left hand bears a globe topped with a Maltese cross,
the orb of his world dominion and establishment of government. His tunic, like that of the
Empress, is adorned with the bees of industry. The fleur-de-lis at his feet echoes the idea of
monarchy. The royal emblem was postulated to be derived from not only a flower, but also the
shape of a bee, and possibly from the angon, called “the sting,” a Frankish throwing spear.His
posture, with crossed leg, and triangular arms, forms the glyph of alchemical sulfur, the active
and fertilizing counterpart to the Empress’s passive salt. His shield with the alchemical red
eagle, as the red tincture and gold, is also in complement to hers with the white eagle,
symbolizing the white tincture and silver.The Emperor sits between twinned suns, each with
sixteen points. Sixteen calls to mind the Tower—for Mars’s rulership of Aries—but is also the
sixteen points of a compass rose, showing his global rule in all directions. Sixteen is also the
atomic number of sulfur.By his side are the couchant lamb and flag, which may refer to the Lamb
of God: the ego of man crucified. It puts forth the idea of the wild ram supposedly tamed by the
structures of good government.Related CardsThe Emperor, as the card of Aries, is the first of
our zodiacal majors. The ruler of Aries is Mars, whose card is the Tower; the other Mars-ruled
sign, Scorpio, corresponds to the Death card. In a sense, the Emperor and Death show two
sides of the war god: his power and his destructiveness. (With a card number of thirteen, Death
also reduces to four, the number of the Emperor.) The Emperor has the authority to channel the
Tower’s overwhelming force, but he is responsible for its inevitable fallout—Death—as well.Each
zodiacal major corresponds to three decanic minors. In the case of the Emperor, these are the 2
of Wands (Dominion—Mars ruling Aries I), the 3 of Wands (Virtue—sun ruling Aries II), and the 4
of Wands (Completion—Venus ruling Aries III). Here we see the great warrior turned king: bent
first on conquest, he next embraces rulership for the common good, and at last celebrates the
arts of peace. He is not only a conqueror, but a king and consort as well. Of these three cards,
the 2 of Wands is particularly potent, bringing together the Emperor’s sign with its ruler, the
Tower.Among the court cards, the Queen of Wands is the principal expression of Aries, as she



commands the first two decans (the final decan belongs to the Prince of Disks/Knight of
Pentacles). The most outgoing of the four queens, she embodies some of the Emperor’s
leadership qualities, his charismatic hold over the hearts of men.Finally, there’s also an oblique
argument that the Emperor connects to the Fool, who is in a sense both first and last: his number
zero can also be numbered as twenty-two, which reduces to four, the Emperor’s
number.Advanced Concepts for Further Exploration• Alchemical sulfur, the animating principle,
and how it contrasts from and interacts with the alchemical salt of the Empress• The alchemical
concepts of the red king as thought and planning, the active or cardinal principle; the red lion as
the fiery kundalini of sexual alchemy; and the process of Rubedo, or the solar red work of
attaining individuation• The demiurge as the Great Architect of the Universe as expressed in
Freemasonry, Rosicruscianism, and many worldwide theologies• The symbolism of the cubic
stone throne of the Emperor, the fourfold name, and the Cubic Stone of Yesod• The esoteric title
“Son of the Morning” as an epithet of both Lucifer and Jesus, and the concept of the “Sun behind
the Sun”• The connection between the Emperor and the card of the opposite path on the Tree of
Life (in RWS, the Lovers; in Thoth, the Sun)• Magical Weapon: The Horns, Energy, The Burin•
Magical Power: Power of Consecrating Things[contents]The HierophantThe Magus of the
EternalCard Number: VSign and Dignities: Taurus, fixed earth. Ruler Venus, moon exalted;
Motto: “I have”Hebrew Letter: , vavHebrew Letter Meaning: Simple letter vav: Nail (Hearing);
Value: 6Path 16: Chokmah (2, Wisdom—Zodiac) to Chesed (4, Mercy—Jupiter)Color Scales in
the Four Worlds: Red orange. Deep indigo. Deep, warm olive. Rich brownThemes and Keywords: 
Divine instruction. Initiation. Connecting heaven and Earth. God and man. Teaching. Speaking
and listening. Holding the keys. Insides and outsides. Exoteric. Threshold between realms.
Bridge-making. Priesthood as mediation. Institutional structures—church and school.Astrology/
ElementBehind the initiatory energy of spring comes the planting and the plow, with our second
sign Taurus, the bull. The constellation Taurus shows the front end of the bull only and is
presumably followed by a plow. As a fixed earth sign, middle of the spring triad, it shows the
stable, fertile part of the season. Like all fixed signs, it is connected with a royal watcher star,
Aldebaran, which means “the follower (of the Pleiades).” The Pleiades, a star cluster of seven
sisters (a reference to Venus, Taurus’s ruler) is a star cluster in the bull constellation, associated
with reaping when it rises in the east and sowing when it sets in the west. Taurus is also home to
the cluster of the Hyades, or seven daughters of Atlas. Aldebaran is the star of the “eye of the
bull,” and the Royal Watcher of the East, bearer of the power “to keep silence.” Royal stars confer
glory if their nemesis is overcome. Aldebaran’s challenge is to avoid greed and cultivate integrity,
especially in business.The glyph of Taurus looks like the head and horns of a bull. The moon is
exalted in Taurus and the glyph shows the circle of the full moon and the crescent of the new
moon, showing the sign’s fecundity.The motto of Taurus is “I have” and has an association with
resources and materiality, but also sacred bonding with the land. The bull is a symbol of strength
and fertility. Bull worship was significant in Egypt, as the prime god Osiris was sometimes
depicted with a bull’s head, and the priests carefully selected living bulls to represent the god on



earth.Mythology/AlchemyThe word hierophant is defined as an interpreter and priest of arcane
and sacred knowledge, especially pertaining to the priest of the Eleusinian mysteries. Taurus is
ruled by Venus (Demeter), and the Eleusinian mysteries were initiation rites of worship and
sacrifice, the famous secret spring rites of the agrarian cult of Demeter and Persephone in
ancient Greece. The rites were in a threefold cycle, which represented Persephone’s abduction:
the descent, the search, and her ascent and reunion with her mother.The mysteries involved
visions and explorations of the state of the afterlife, and they are postulated to be induced
through the use of psychedelic drugs, with the priest handing out the entheogens and
interpreting the visions. The priest filled two vessels, pouring one toward the east and one
toward the west, as the worshipers looked to sky and earth and shouted, “Rain and conceive!” In
the subsequent ritual of the divine child, a child was initiated from the divine hearth fire, and it
was proclaimed that Potnia (“Mistress”; a Greek term of honor used to address revered females
and goddesses) had born a great son. At the high point of the ritual, an ear of grain was cut in
silence.The mysteries were intended to elevate man from the mundane realm to that of godhood
by linking him with divinity and conferring immortal status. Some scholars also link the mysteries
to a Minoan cult—a reference to the mythical King Minos, of the labyrinth and Minotaur story. In
the legend, King Minos’s Queen Pasiphaë, a sister of Circe and daughter of Helios who was
worshiped as an oracle and diviner and practitioner of the magical arts, was cursed by Poseidon
to love a white bull and thus conceived the half-man, half-bull Minotaur.Qabalah—Path 16V (5).
The Hierophant. Tree of Life.The Hierophant’s path is the first to descend down the masculine
Pillar of Force on the Tree of Life. It runs between Chokmah, the supernal father beyond mortal
comprehension, and Chesed, the divine father figure addressed in prayer. Chokmah
corresponds to the zodiac, Chesed to expansive Jupiter. Thus the Hierophant draws down the
influence of the heavens into our known world.13 Chokmah directs the ceaseless outflow of
energy from Kether (the “Macroprosopus”). But Chesed serves as the wellspring of the next six
lower sephiroth or “Microprosopus”), making it the “Kether of the lower world.”The Hierophant’s
Hebrew letter is the phallic vav, meaning “nail” as well as the conjunction “and.” Both join two
naturally separate things. The Hierophant is a papal figure, a pontifex (“bridge-maker”), and his
role is apostolic: to regulate and embody the connection between the divine and the human,
heaven and Earth. Whereas the path of the High Priestess directly connects the two, the
Hierophant’s provides a mediating structure—organized faith itself. The Chariot, its opposite on
the Tree, brings the Grail waters down one pillar; the Hierophant conveys the spark of divinity
down the other.This Priest-Prince holds a nail scepter (vav) between pillars that havecombined
with the Kerubic beasts as lamassu sphinxes. (Pharos Tarot)
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Jessica R Scholes, “Huge, packed with information, easy to read/use, great quality book!. This
book is filled with information! I'm very excited to dive deeper into it. I really appreciate the depth
that the author goes into with each card, and the fact that it doesn't ONLY revolve around Rider-
Waite-Smith symbolism.The only problem I've come across is the elemental symbols for Air and
Earth seem to be swapped (pictured). Earth should point down, Air should point up. I noticed
this in the beginning section and in the correspondence list for The Fool. I'm not sure yet if it's
this way throughout the entire book. I'm assuming this is just a simple printing error, because
they really seem to know their stuff :PIt's not huge deal, just something to be aware of.Each card
section begins with its title and name, and a correspondence list: card number, planet/sign and
dignities, Hebrew letter, Hebrew letter meaning, path # on the Tree of Life, 'color scales in the
Four Worlds,' and card themes and keywords.Next, there are pages/paragraphs going into detail
for Astrology/Element, Mythology/Alchemy, Qabalah, Rider-Waite-Smith Symbolism, Thoth
Symbolism, Related Cards, and 'Advanced Concepts for Further Exploration.'There is also some
extra informations on some cards, like specific elemental interpretation, 'Geomantic Figure/I
Ching Hexagram', time of year, or related decans.Fantastic! Just SO MUCH information.I'm
pretty new to tarot, and personally I prefer to research and extract as much specifically intended
symbolism and meaning from the cards as I can, rather than feeling it out myself. This book
seems to be perfect for me :)”

Curt Meyer, “An Ideal Companion to Rachel Pollack’s Tarot Wisdom. This book is a veritable
course on tarot. The distinct discussions of Waite-Smith and Thoth tradition and consistent
categorical evaluation of Kabbalah, etc with each card, make it an idea companion to Rachel
Pollock’s Tarot Wisdom.”

Erik G., “Well researched & studied information! Physical book: pages 51-74 duplicated, missing
pages 75-98. I purchased this book back in November and today (1/20/22) I realized while
searching for some interpretations pertaining to a Major Arcana, that information had been left
out - physically left out.As in, a set of pages (75-98) is not present in the book I purchased. There
is however a duplicated set of pages, 51-74. A trade-off of sorts.The research that took place to
pull these sources together is fantastic! Thank you to the authors and contributors, present &
past alike*I was looking for information regarding VIII (Strength). The information missing from
this book pertains to VII, VIII and IX - The Wheel of Fortune starts on page 101”

Lonna hobbs, “Exactly what I have been looking for. I am so happy to have this in my collection.
It walks through every card, laid out very well, and dives into the deeps meanings. if you are
wanting to know more about the signs and symbols of Tarot this book is amazing”

Erika26, “The best tarot book. A real book on tarot. The system is respected and the information



is clear, precise and rich. A broad vision where everything makes sense.This is the book for
beginners and advanced readers as well.”

K, “Tarot Lovers Essential. Excellent resource for studying tarot.”

LxC, “Informative. I am happy with this purchase”

Allen, “Great comparison of Different Decks. Interesting.”

Scorpio Dragon, “THE New Authority on Tarot. This book, like the previous 2, is brilliant, well
written and very comprehensive of multiple esoteric Tarot Schools. The typesetting and layout is
beautiful and very pleasant to follow. This book is destined to be always at hand. If you are a
Tarot practitioner buy this book and Ms. Chang’s other two books as well as Ms. Meleen’s decks
today.  Highest recommendation.”

The book by T. Susan Chang has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 114 people have provided feedback.
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